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Designed for ﬂexibility,
built for speed
Multidisciplinary research calls for multifunctional laboratory
equipment capable of rapidly switching between applications.
Staff in the Department of Biomedical Engineering at the TU Eindhoven
understand that having the right instruments for your workflow can
allow more users to benefit and help to accelerate research.
– despite the age of our Safire2
reader – but the growing number of
bioluminescence studies we are now
performing, as well as an increase in
students in the lab, means that we
had effectively run out of instrument
capacity. We looked at the various
systems on the market, and the Spark®
was an excellent match for our needs.
The ability to switch between filter- and
monochromator-based measurements
is ideal for a multidisciplinary group,
and the Spark’s bioluminescence
module has a 40 filter set that enables
you to perform complete luminescence
scans, which is a huge advantage for
assay development. Having all three
readers from the same manufacturer
also simplifies staff training and
equipment maintenance.”
Members of the Chemical Biology Group
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not particularly effective on a warm day.
This issue is completely eliminated by
the Spark’s Te-Cool module. You simply
set it to the temperature you want,
and it quickly and efficiently heats or
cools the measurement chamber to the
target value. This saves a huge amount
of time, and allows us to perform more
experiments on any given day.”
“The SparkControl™ software is also
very intuitive to use. Anyone who has
experience with the Infinite’s iControl™
software can use the new system
with virtually no training, and it’s very
easy to explain to new users, which
is particularly useful for teaching
undergraduate or masters students
with limited lab experience. Each user
can also save and share their individual
protocols – which saves a lot of time
when switching between measurement
modes or assay types – and if we have
any queries, the Tecan helpdesk is
always very quick to respond. Overall,
we’re very pleased with the Spark
system and the Te-Cool module,
it’s proving to be a very versatile
instrument.”

One of the biggest
advantages for our lab
is the system’s Te-Cool
option.

To find out more about Tecan’s
Spark multimode reader, visit
www.tecan.com/spark
To learn more about
TU Eindhoven’s Department of
Biomedical Engineering, go to
www.tue.nl/en/university/
departments/biomedicalengineering/

The Spark reader was purchased to help cope
with the lab’s increasing number of students

The lab’s Safire2 reader has performed
reliably for many years
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